
• Exclusively designed and offered by Young Living

• Completely portable—perfectly sized to fit in a car cup 
holder

• Features a spill-resistant reservoir

• Designed with a fingerprint- and dirt-resistant colour 
and texture

• Includes a USB power cord

• Multiple run times and light settings allow for complete 
customisation

• High mode runs up to two and a half hours

• Intermittent mode (one minute on/one minute off) runs 
up to five hours

• Three lighting colour options with muted tones that 
won’t distract you while driving

• Each resin cover is randomly blended before moulding, 
so each cover pattern is unique

• The Viya works outside or anywhere when plugged into 
a USB power bank (not included)

The Viya Travel Diffuser transforms any vehicle into 
your own essential oil oasis with its free-spirited, super-
portable custom design. This sleek little diffuser is 
fingerprint and dirt resistant with an elegant matte-grey 
finish that’s right at home in your car’s console. Simply 
put the Viya in your cup holder and use its simplified 
controls to transform your space with your favourite 
essential oils. Its unique, moulded-resin cover and spill-
resistant top will keep you diffusing for up to five hours—
long enough for even those long-haul trips. Diffusing on 
the go is a cinch, thanks to the travel friendly Viya. The 
Viya can also wander outside with you when plugged 
into a USB power bank (not included).

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

PRODUCT BACKGROUND

Fill the reservoir with water, add 3–4 drops of essential oil, 
select your diffusion and light modes, and enjoy.

DIRECTIONS

For safety and care information, refer to the Viya Travel 
Diffuser operation manual.  

CAUTIONS

• Viya Travel Diffuser 

• AC power adapter 

• Operation manual

CONTENTS

The Viya Travel Diffuser is Young Living’s exclusive on-the-go car 
and camper diffuser. With its five-hour run time, straightforward 
controls, spill-resistant reservoir, and compact size, the Viya is 
designed to be the ultimate wanderlust sidekick.
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